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INTRODUCTION
Online catalogs have been in existence for several years now, but they
are still in their infancy as compared to other aspects of library
automation and librarianship. Today's best online catalogs are more
powerful, more flexible and easier to approach than were most early
examples; tomorrow's best online catalogs should be better than today's.
Two characteristics have always been true of online catalogs and will
always be true: first, that there will be several distinctly different good
designs; second, that every good design will reflect conscious choices
among different desirable features, some of those choices involving
compromises.
In a very real sense, and unlike many other computer programs,
an online catalog is nothing but an interface. A library catalog links
library patrons with library collections. A good library catalog brings
readers together with materials they need and with materials they can
use but were not aware of. An online catalog is a view of the bibliographic
database; it is also an interface between the patron and the collection.
This paper is really about choices: the choices needed to make catalogs
work in the real world. Some choices do require compromise, not
necessarily as signs of failure or as short-term necessities. While uncon-
scious choices may lead to poor systems, it is not possible to create a
good online catalog without making choices and compromises and
intelligent conscious choices will yield the most useful catalogs.
Most librarians have abandoned the idea that there is a perfect,
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paradigmatic design for an online catalog. There are still those who
believe that there is a single ideal design for online catalogs, applicable
to all institutions and all users, and that research and development will
determine that design which could then, presumably, be embodied in a
set of national standards. It is hard to accept this view, since no single
catalog will satisfy all patron access needs for all patrons in all libraries.
EXAMPLES
Some of the following examples will illustrate cases in which a
catalog designer must make choices, deliberately or accidentally.
Menus or Commands
Should an online catalog use menus or commands? The online
catalogs should allow patrons to move directly from one type of search
to another, and patrons should generally be able to take any legitimate
action at any point within an online catalog interface. At the same time,
first-time users should be able to use an online catalog with little or no
instruction, preferably without needing to ask for help.
If properly implemented, command-driven systems provide direct
access to and movement from one point to another; the commands
should always have distinct meanings. Menu systems, however, help the
first-time user to perform a search by offering descending levels of
choices. When a designer chooses to use numbered menus (or their
equivalent, using movable light bars), the designer essentially chooses
not to support direct movement within a system the two are largely
incompatible. When a designer chooses to use commands, first-time
users are much more likely to require some help.
One Interface or Multiple Interfaces
Should an online catalog have only one mode of operation, or
should it work differently for different patrons? Although the catalog
interface should suit the skill and needs of the patron, the patron should
also move along the learning curve rapidly, using the catalog more
effectively each time he or she searches.
Some catalogs include multiple interfaces to try to suit the interface
to the user. For example, a catalog might have a pure command-driven
mode and a mode that is so heavily prompted as to be essentially menu-
driven; it might even have a conversational mode. But catalogs with
multiple interfaces don't allow easy movement along the learning curve.
When patrons have completely learned one interface, they're at ground
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zero with the more
"expert" interface; the learning curve turns into a
series of cliffs. Worse yet, they must decide at the beginning of each
session whether they are novice or expert and must know enough to
make an intelligent decision. Patrons familiar with one interface who
sit down at terminals abandoned in mid-session using a different interface
may be totally confused by what's on the screen and uncertain about
how to proceed.
Library Customization and Maintainability
Should online catalog interfaces be customized to the needs of each
library and its branches, or should every installation of a given system
be identical? On the one hand, each library (and possibly even each of
its branches) should be able to choose the indexes it requires, the text
to be used in prompts, messages and help screens, and the set of
functions it will support; for a menu-driven system, it should even be
able to choose the arrangement of menus. That allows each library to
suit its own patrons and policies. On the other hand, patrons who use
more than one library should be able to make use of their familiarity
with one catalog while using catalogs in other libraries, particularly if
the catalogs appear to be identical or similar.
If each library has a different version of a system, patrons may be
betrayed by their own familiarity, and vendors will need to spend time
determining whether problems are part of the underlying system or
part of a given library's implementation. For that matter, enhancements
and extensions must fit into each library's version, possibly requiring
rethinking for some or all of the implementations. Flexibility, in this
case, conflicts directly with maintainability. This problem is a serious
one, not generally acknowledged; those agencies who supply many
libraries with catalogs face serious maintenance and upgrading problems
that directly affect the libraries.
Labeled and Unlabeled Displays
Should the data elements displayed as the result of a search be
labeled and appear on separate lines, or should bibliographic fields be
presented in compact displays similar to catalog cards? Providing labels
for bibliographic elements makes displays easier to understand, but
patrons can deal with single records more readily if a complete record
fits on a single screen. Some patrons need all available information on
a record, and all patrons can benefit from relatively complete infor-
mation. Displays should not be cluttered, and generally should not be
more than 15 to 30 percent full that is, 300 to 600 characters in a
typical display.
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All of those statements are well-supported by various studies in
various fields, but they set up a series of internal conflicts for catalog
design. Labels take up space, and, more specifically, require more lines
to display a given amount of information. When the Research Libraries
Group (RLG) studied medium-level displays, including all access points
(subjects and added entries) but leaving out notes, 97 percent of the
records in a very large sample could each be displayed in a single screen
in an unlabeled format but only 41 percent of the sample would each
fit on a single screen with labels (Crawford et al., 1986). That result
argues strongly for an unlabeled "card-like" display. On the other hand,
the consensus is that patrons will find labeled displays not only easier
to use but also more meaningful.
Speed, Versatility, and Ease of Searching
Which is more important for library patrons (and, thus, well-
designed online catalogs): finding known items rapidly, being able to
find items on a subject without knowing the library's name for the
subject, or being able to search for material easily if not rapidly?
On the one hand, patrons should be able to find known items, their
call number, and their availability immediately. Additionally, experienced
patrons should be able to use advanced search techniques to locate
specific items from very large databases. On the other hand, a catalog
should also help patrons to find items when they aren't quite sure what
the item is and it should help guide them to material on a given subject,
even if they don't think of the subject the way the Library of Congress
does.
Fast Boolean searching using a command language, with immediate
record display for single results and small results, almost certainly offers
the best performance for known-item searching. Boolean searching is
fundamental to advanced searching techniques and almost mandatory
for very large databases, but Boolean searching may do more to confound
new users and
'computerphobes' than add to the efficiency of a catalog
interface. Searching authority lists of authors or subjects, or browsing
tables of call numbers, helps patrons to find items when they're not
sure what they want, and helps them locate all the works they may need
but inevitably slows down known-item searching. Offering fast known-
item searching, authority-list browsing, and complete Boolean capabil-
ities may result in a complex, difficult-to-learn interface.
There have been conferences and books dealing with nothing more
than search techniques and subject retrieval, and they have neither
resolved all the issues nor uncovered all the possibilities.
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Anonymity and Extended Functionality
What should the catalog know about the patron? An online catalog
will be much more useful if the patron can place holds on material,
issue requests for interlibrary loan (ILL) when the catalog includes
holdings for other libraries, suggest orders for materials not found, and
send messages to the library. Additionally, a good case can be made
that the catalog should adjust its own performance to the specific habits
and needs of each patron.
Patrons should be able to start using a catalog immediately, be able
to leave a catalog without going through any extended sign-off ritual,
and be confident that their searching behavior is private that neither
the library nor any outside agency knows their personal searching
behavior. However, the catalog can't support holds, ILL requests, or
order suggestions if it doesn't know who the patron is; it cannot adjust
its own performance unless it maintains records on the patron. But if
a patron must identify himself or herself, it will take longer to start a
session, will create problems if the patron doesn't explicitly end the
session, and will certainly weaken the patron's confidence that the library
isn't keeping track of what he or she does.
Clean Screen and Full Information
Finally, how much and what kind of information should appear on
the screen at any one time? On the one hand, people can apparently
recognize and deal with five to nine options more rapidly than with a
larger set of options. People can generally make choices more readily
from visible options than from remembered options, especially when
they are just learning a system. On the other hand, patrons can
concentrate better on the information at hand if there is little or no
other information on the screen, and people can cope most readily with
screens that are only 15 to 30 percent full, and with text that includes
no more than about 60 characters to a line.
Once again, multiple desirable traits come into conflict, particularly
given some other very desirable aspects of an online catalog (such as
flexible searching and the freedom to move from anywhere to anywhere
else). A full-featured online catalog has more than nine reasonable
choices at several points, and always has more than nine possible actions.
For that matter, displaying nine options, or even five or six options, will
add significantly to the density of a screen and to its complexity.
A similar quandary arises in presenting online help and online
tutorials. A good message fits on a single screen and is no more than
600 characters but a good message also explains the situation completely.
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It is difficult to explain Boolean searches in 600 characters; it is even
hard to explain truncation clearly in a hundred words or less.
BACKGROUND
The Research Libraries Group is a consortium of major universities
and research libraries that pursues common aims in library and scholarly
fields. The most visible aspect of RLG is RLIN, the Research Libraries
Information Network, which serves as the computer support for all
RLG activities and provides shared technical processing support over a
national telecommunications network linking more than a thousand
terminals. RLIN provides one of the most powerful, sophisticated, and
flexible bibliographic retrieval systems available today.
What RLIN does not provide is a sophisticated user interface. The
system was designed for use by library staff who have received some
training; it was not designed for direct use by scholars or other patrons
(although it is now being used directly in some cases).
In 1984, the J. Paul Getty Trust funded a two-year RLG project
with a number of aims. One of the aims was to develop a design for a
workstation-based patron access system, to work with an online catalog
based on RLIN software. It was felt that the RLIN software could
provide exceptionally good support for the kind of online catalog needed
by scholars, and that a proper user interface would be needed to make
such a catalog worthwhile.
The first phase of the project was to investigate the literature of
patron access and develop a documented sense of what was being done
and being suggested. The author took up that task during 1984 and
most of 1985, going somewhat beyond the original charge to develop
an overall outline raising more than 250 specific issues relating to patron
access. Midway through the project, the author attended a conference
on online catalog screen displays, sponsored by the Council on Library
Resources (CLR) which was a source of motivation to write about patron
access issues, and to develop a software system that would allow RLG
to run large-scale tests on various screen designs (Crawford et al., 1986),
and to further develop the issues outline (Crawford, 1987).
Most of the content of this paper is based on the author's experience
in designing an interactive retrieval system with an online patron access
catalog, and working with representative intended users of that catalog.
A careful analysis of all existing online catalogs has not been carried
out in this paper, the aim is not to focus on specific systems in use at
present. This field is growing rapidly and the designs of online catalogs
change quickly too, making it hard to document them.
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Recognition of Mutually Exclusive Desirable Features
The book Patron Access (Crawford, 1987) includes many assertions
as to desirable features and aspects of an online catalog but does not
constitute a prescription for an ideal one. Indeed, combining all of the
desirable features into a single catalog, if that is even possible, would
probably yield very poor results.
A good human/computer interface is not simply a collection of
good features; it is a coherent system that makes overall sense to the
user. In order to build a coherent system, a designer must make choices;
some of those choices will eliminate features that might (in the abstract)
be considered desirable. Some desirable features exclude other desirable
features. Following are some categories of choices and compromises,
which are somewhat arbitrary and definitely overlapping.
ECONOMIC COMPROMISES
Economic compromises lead system designers into easy traps, and
to the assertion that "if only we had enough computing power or an
adequate database, we could do everything we'd like to." Then, when
a library can afford ten times as much computing power and has the
kind of database systems designers said it should have, those same
designers are bound to admit that the system never will be able to do
"everything we'd like to." As economic limits are being removed, analysts
and vendors are placed in a somewhat perilously exposed position.
Following are a few examples of compromises imposed by economic
limitations.
Computers with Insufficient Power
Online catalogs require powerful computer support. In the past,
libraries have rarely been able to afford computers powerful enough to
mount the level of catalog support they really wanted. When the
computer lacks sufficient power, a designer may need to choose between
offering Boolean searching (typically a heavy strain on computing power)
and crisp response. Similarly, it takes computing power to sort the
results of a search; some designers have chosen to present results
randomly in order to reduce the load on the computer.
Some design decisions seem to mask inadequate computing capacity,
although they may not have been made for those reasons. Perhaps the
most extreme example of this was the touch-screen catalog that effectively
used the patron as the balanced-tree index. Since the patron saw a
screen (and had to take action) for each level of the index, very little
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computing power was required between screens, thus making good
response available from underpowered computers. Of course, it took a
long time to actually find anything, but patrons didn't have to wait very
long between screens.
Less extreme examples, probably not consciously designed to mask
computer inadequacies, are the strict menu-driven systems in which a
patron can only choose from a list of numbered options on each screen.
To get from one kind of search to another, the patron may need to
back up through the screens to the top level, or restart the catalog
session to get straight to that level. That design compromises speed and
fluidity of use. Designers would probably say that the compromise was
to favor ease of first-time use. At the same time, the design can help
to mask computer problems in two ways: first, a strict menu-driven
system eliminates parsing, and parsing places some load on the computer;
second, and more significantly, strict menu-driven systems rarely allow
effective interindex Boolean searching, and generally don't allow for
searches that strain the abilities of a system.
Pure menu-driven systems may be a reasonable compromise between
computer power and patron effectiveness for miniature microcomputer
based catalogs designed for very small libraries. Most of the other pure
menu-driven catalogs perhaps do not make that choice as a conscious
attempt to save computer power. Pure menu-driven designs save pro-
gramming and analysis even more than they save computer power. It
is easier to design and implement a set of menu trees than to design
and implement a command-driven system in which a patron can go
directly from one function to another. The problem is that such designs
compromise the patron's long-term speed and effectiveness for the sake
of easy implementation.
Problems with computer power may always exist, but powerful
computers get cheaper every year, and cheap computers get more
powerful at a rate that almost defies belief. Today's Atari ST computer
at less than $500 is, in terms of raw processing power, more powerful
than many minicomputers of 1980 and some mainframes of 1975
and Atari is introducing "transputers," very powerful and inexpensive
boxes that can be connected to provide almost unlimited processing
power at very low prices. Enormously powerful cheap computers don't,
in and of themselves, provide the means to eliminate computing power
as a reason for compromises in online catalogs, but they are a step in
that direction.
A serious assertion was made, not too many years ago, that it wasn't
reasonable to build an online catalog for a collection of more than half
a million titles. There could never be enough computing and indexing
power to make online retrieval work in that large an environment in
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effect, half a million titles was a reasonable upper limit for a good
design. This assertion, however, was not true, since at the time, RLIN
was providing good online retrieval to 2 or 3 million titles, to name
one counterexample. Today, MELVYL (University of California Online
Union Catalog), a MARC database of documents held by University of
California libraries includes more than 3 million titles, and RLIN offers
fast access to nearly 30 million records and at least 8 million titles. Any
number of universities have online catalogs with million-plus databases.
Admittedly, RLIN runs on a very large computer, as does the
University of Illinois catalog, UCLA's ORION, University of California's
MELVYL, and most other large campus catalogs. On the other hand,
University of California at Berkeley's GLADYS runs on what is called
a minicomputer, and very large catalogs may now be feasible based on
microcomputer architecture. What is left is the formidable task of
designing catalogs to take advantage of that cheap power, finding the
analysts and programmers to implement the catalogs, and making them
work in a coherent fashion.
Storage Subsystems with Insufficient Capacity/Speed
The biggest reason for compromising the power of online catalogs
has been computer power, but problems with disc storage have run a
close second in some cases. Complete bibliographic records take up a
lot of disc space, comprehensive indexing takes up even more space,
and sophisticated searching may involve manipulating a large number
of records. That all means large disc storage requirements and the need
for high-speed disc access. Such capacity and speed have not come
cheaply.
The cost of disc space has led to two compromises in catalogs and
other library systems, both of them unfortunate. The first compromise
is to store only "needed" information in the database, throwing away
portions of the MARC records or other information sources. The second
compromise is to limit indexing and retrieval. Of the two, the first is
the more problematic in the long run. It is possible to add indexes to
a well-designed system as discs become cheaper, larger, and faster, but
there is no sure way to restore lost data.
Discs have become cheaper and faster, although not at the remark-
able rate of computers. It is still true that small computers have a great
deal of trouble handling very large disc systems, but those problems
will pass. While high-speed hard-disc storage may never become as
cheap as high-speed computing power, discs continue to become more
affordable, and libraries can eliminate compromises required to save
disc space.
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Installations with Insufficient Terminals
For years, accepted wisdom was that no online catalog ever had
enough terminals. That is not true anymore, but it has historically been
one of the major complaints. Curiously, design decisions don't seem to
reflect the compromise that one would expect to see when there may
not be enough terminals catalogs designed to increase access to
information on a known item, and to do call number searching quickly
and
easily. Those features would cut the search time of many users,
allowing a limited number of terminals to serve more users. Fast known-
item searching and direct searching in general is fairly rare in public
library oriented online catalogs. That suggests that a probable shortage
of terminals simply hasn't entered into the design process.
One way to deal with a shortage of terminals is to help patrons use
them effectively. Sometimes, the best way to do that is to provide
information through other means than the online catalog. A prime
example in most public libraries and many academic libraries is subject
browsing by patrons who really want to browse through part of the
collection and aren't sure which part of the stacks they need.
Browsing the stacks is a perfectly legitimate activity, one that libraries
should generally encourage. No bibliographic description will ever be
perfect, the description of a book is not the book itself, and only the
user can determine what will really meet his or her needs or wants.
Patrons wanting to browse don't really want to spend time with the
online catalog; they aren't as interested in the status of a given item as
in the range of material available, and they want to inspect the material.
They could certainly get some call numbers using the online catalog,
but that is a fairly extended process in many online catalogs involving
four to five steps or more.
One local public library helped these patrons by preparing a paper
list, based on the thousand-division Dewey table, expanded and sorted
alphabetically by topic, short enough for easy use and long enough to
offer a wide range of possibilities. It was checked against the actual
collection so there are no blind references: every heading in the list
reflects at least one title in the collection. The list was an experiment;
a few copies were placed near terminal clusters. The reactions were
positive. Some patrons wanted to buy copies of the list, the copies were
heavily used, and more copies were printed and made available. In this
case, the list was not a way of freeing up terminals but a way of serving
patrons who really didn't feel the need to use terminals. But the principle
can serve both ends; the online catalog can be more effective if it is not
the only source of information about the collection.
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Incomplete Databases: The Catalog is the Collection
The most agonizing compromises in online catalogs are those
required because the catalog database is incomplete or inadequate.
When half the titles in a collection are represented only by truncated
portions of the author and title, searching performance can never be
wholly satisfactory. Methodologies that will provide the best performance
on good quality records may fail to identify brief records; access by
subject or by other fields may be wholly impossible or may give an
unrealistic picture of the collection. When major portions of the collec-
tion are not reflected in the catalog, the catalog undermines the
collection.
This problem is more severe in large libraries than in small and,
unfortunately, it is large libraries that are generally least capable of
preparing complete databases consisting of complete records, at least
without spending massive amounts of time and money. In a small or
medium-sized public library, people will tend to explore the stacks, as
noted above; items not reflected in the catalog will, in some cases, be
found serendipitously. Of course, some students and faculty explore the
stacks in large academic libraries, but that's a formidable task, particularly
when the stacks are likely to be split into two or three dozen different
physical locations and may be split by changes in call number policies
over time. If a library is large enough that browsing the shelves is not
the most practical way to do subject searching, then it is fair to say that
the catalog is the collection. Materials not fully represented in the catalog
are partially discarded because patrons do not have full access to the
materials.
Economic Compromises in Current Systems
Every online catalog currently in use reflects compromises made
for some of the reasons just mentioned. It will be years before these
concerns become secondary, if indeed they ever do. Computers get
faster, but librarians and designers continue to devise new ideas that
will use even more computer power, and successful projects to complete
databases and upgrade partial records will use more disc space and
more computer power. In some cases, economic insufficiency of one
sort or another has been an excuse for inadequate design; that should
be less true as time goes on. But the primary reason to make compromises
in catalog design may always be the lack of unlimited resources.
CONTEMPORARY CHOICES
There are some choices required to design a catalog regardless of
economic questions. Many choices in catalog design are made uncon-
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sciously. That is not to say that they are not the right choices, only that
the designers may not be aware that they are trading off some desirable
aspects for others. That is less true now than a decade ago; most
contemporary designers should have access to fairly extensive literature
on catalog design possibilities, the results of user studies, and human
interface considerations in other fields.
Simplicity vs. Power
The most common compromise in catalog design, and more par-
ticularly in the interface, is to trade power for simplicity and speed of
access for presumed ease of first use. These compromises may be
reasonable and necessary for a given environment. They may also
cripple the power of an online catalog because of needless restrictions
on access.
Many online catalogs use menus which are generally presumed to
make an interface easier to learn and use. But that presumption has
never been thoroughly tested. The Council on Library Resources' study
of online catalogs found that menu-driven systems were neither easier
to use nor as effective as command-driven systems. But that is not the
issue here; the issue is the unconscious choices that arise from a menu-
driven interface. There are conscious choices, obviously. For example,
a consistently menu-driven interface inherently requires more cumber-
some means for building multi-index searches than a command-driven
system but might potentially offer a more readily understandable means
of building Boolean searches than a typical command language.
But there are also unconscious and possibly needless compromises.
The presumed ease of use of menus arises from constant display of
options and the ability to take actions without very many keystrokes.
Those advantages may require a displayed set of options available at a
single keystroke. That doesn't necessarily mean numbered choices and
inflexible trees of narrower and narrower menus, however, even though
that is the typical implementation. At least one online catalog is presented
as menu-driven but is in fact a terse command-driven system using
single-character commands that appear as menu options. That is a fairly
common methodology in microcomputer software which, if carefully
implemented, can offer much of the freedom of a fully command-driven
interface with the initial ease of a normal menu system.
Freedom of movement is the first compromise made by most menu
systems. Any good command-driven system will permit a patron to go
to anywhere from anywhere as long as the transition makes sense. Thus,
if a patron is looking at a record display that results from a title search
and recognizes that he or she wants more information on a certain
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subject, the patron should be able to move directly to a subject browse
or search, without escaping from the record display, back through the
title search screen, back to a screen offering a choice of indexes. Most
command-driven systems allow free movement; very few menu-driven
systems do. It is inherently impossible to allow free movement in a
system that works only with numbered choices; for one thing, the
numbers have no meaning except within the context of a certain screen.
Most designers of menu-driven systems do not see the lack of free
movement as a compromise; they are sold on the obvious ease of
stepping down through menus. But it doesn't take patrons long to
recognize the value of direct access. The inability to move directly from
one function to another becomes an ongoing irritant, perhaps not major
but certainly not necessary. A terse command-driven system can, with
careful design, permit relatively direct access while maintaining heavy
prompting. It requires clever design and implementation but is at least
theoretically possible.
Index Complexity and Versatility
Another set of choices and compromises involves the set of indexes
used in a catalog. Every choice has consequences, and every choice
made in indexing compromises some aspect of the online catalog. At
one extreme, there are the catalogs that don't allow direct searching at
all. Every search is really a browse of a particular heading file, most
commonly, authors, subjects, and titles. The technique is easy for first-
time users and can work reasonably well for smaller collections but
becomes extremely cumbersome for large collections and is always a
relatively slow way to find a known item.
Slightly less extreme are the catalogs that lump everything into one
massive word index. A patron keys as many words as seem appropriate,
and the computer searches for items that have all of the words somewhere
within the bibliographic entry. A sophisticated version of this technique
will yield multiple result sets: those items that contain all of the words,
and other lists of items matching some, but not all of the words. The
proponents of this technique are vocal and, to some degree, convincing.
But an overall word index, particularly for a large collection and
particularly if notes and other fields are included, has some interesting
consequences for precision and recall. Some fairly common words
become essentially useless as search terms, even though they could be
used quite well for title-phrase searches. Keying one or a few words
may result in an unmanageably large result set. Keying too many words
may well eliminate desired materials. The choice here is to minimize
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the need to explain and understand indexes, at a significant but not
overwhelming compromise in flexible access.
Tradeoffs and compromises continue in cases where multiple indexes
are offered. Every additional index slightly increases the complexity of
the user interface (there are more choices to be explained, and index
names need to be longer), but additional indexes also increase searching
power and flexibility. Does the catalog only include phrase indexes for
titles and subjects that is, retrieving only on the full access point or
a leading portion? Phrase indexes ruin recall for people who don't
remember the item properly and make subject searching more difficult.
Does the catalog only include word indexes for these access points?
That makes very short titles more difficult to retrieve, particularly in
large collections. Does the catalog include both word and phrase indexes?
That doubles the number of indexes, making them difficult to explain
and remember. A typical online catalog for a large academic library
probably has too few indexes and, simultaneously and paradoxically, too
many indexes.
Flexible Interfaces vs. Maintainability
The beginning of this article mentions the choice between a flexible
interface, one customized for each library or location, and a standard
interface that can be maintained more
easily. That choice represents a
real problem that haunts most responsible vendors of online catalogs.
Most of the catalogs have chosen flexible interfaces, and vendors have
not had much choice in the matter. Library requests for proposals will
tend to require such flexibility. The libraries may be paying a high price
for their customized interfaces, as development time and money goes
into trouble-shooting that is made much more difficult by the wide
range of interfaces. Also, every customer would like to believe that a
properly designed piece of software will be fully tested before it is
shipped. But the number of permutations available within a typically
flexible online catalog design is such that no vendor can afford to run
an exhaustive set of tests on all possible cases; in this case, flexible
design removes the possibility of a complete assurance of correctness.
The Cheat Sheet: Handout Documentation
"A good user interface doesn't need printed documentation." A
good online catalog should offer a labeled key or soft-labeled function
key that will call up enough information to get a patron going and will
allow them to keep going. But the learn-while-you-use method fails two
classes of patron: true computerphobes and those afraid that they will
be
"beeped at" or made to look silly will be much more comfortable if
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they can get some introduction to the computer before actually ap-
proaching the keyboard; and "power users," including those who really
want to spend their time finding things, not learning the system, would
rather spend five minutes with a well-prepared "cheat sheet" than fifteen
minutes
"playing around" at the terminal. Since there are never enough
terminals, this time savings also saves hassles for other patrons.
There are at least three categories of written materials:
1. Complete guides to the system, unlikely to be publicly available in
most OPACs and certainly not easy to hand out. A complete guide
to a good OPAC would probably be book length.
2. Multipage brief guides, flip charts, etc. These should be available at
or near the terminals, and should cover all functions of the system
but require their own sets of compromises. A brief guide should
have at least one example for each significant function, and should
show some actual searches.
3. "Cheat sheets" function and control summaries. These should be
made cheaply enough that people can pick them up, and should
usually be no longer than both sides of a single card or sheet of
paper. They should not give complete information; instead, they
should contain a list of commands and indexes or similar appropriate
information. A cheat sheet should be simple enough so that a patron
can refer to it while using the catalog without particularly thinking
about the cheat sheet ideally, help is just a glance away.
COMMENTS ABOUT CHOICES
Only a few of the hundreds of choices required to design an online
catalog have been mentioned in this article. One way of summing up
all the choices is to repeat that an online catalog cannot be all things
to all people, and cannot possibly include every desirable feature. An
online catalog should not simply be a collection of features.
Good designs reflect choices made within a consistent context. Every
good online catalog presents a coherent model, an overall interface that
establishes a clear pattern and follows that pattern. When a patron
understands how part of the online catalog works, the patron can apply
that knowledge to the rest of the system with good results. There are
also compromises to make along that path, to be sure; patron expectations
from early use will certainly not always mesh totally with the catalog
design.
The best choices and the worst compromises both spring from an
overriding model. The worst compromises come about when a model
is designed without considering the range of alternatives and possible
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extensions to the catalog. For example, a model that relies entirely on
single-digit numbered menus will become awkward when added indexes
or added functions really require more than nine possible choices in
certain situations. An inappropriate or limiting model will foreclose
options for implementation and extension; the catalog will never become
more than its original design, and that design will probably not serve
very long or very well. In practice, catalogs based on inappropriate or
overly limiting models are extended and enhanced, and the extensions
violate the original model, leading to an incoherent, confusing user
interface.
But the best choices also come about with deliberate models. Open-
ended, flexible models guide choices and compromises but are much
less likely to mandate particular choices and rule out additional features.
Looking at the better models, one can see the ways that extended
functions could be added without affecting the coherence of the current
model and, to some extent, the shape of the extended functions can be
predicted.
The User-Friendly Trap
One catch phrase for human/machine interface design is "user-
friendly." But what is friendly for one user and one type of use may be
hostile to another user and another type of use. Too many bad design
decisions are defended on the grounds of user-friendliness.
Thanks to widespread use of personal computers, there is much
more real-world experience with human/computer interfaces now than
a decade ago. Many of the best software designs are changing in ways
that, by traditional standards, might be considered less user-friendly. It
is also clear, based on the range of successful products in that field, that
different users have very different ideas of user-friendliness.
For example, word processing programs for PC-DOS/MS-DOS are
probably the category with the largest total installed user base and
certainly a category with no single dominant factor. Large-selling pro-
grams include heavily menu-driven interfaces with ever-present prompts;
totally command-driven programs with very little on-screen prompting;
menu-driven systems that show no information on the screen at all,
leaving the user to find the right function keys to call up menus; and
a number of other designs. The current bestseller, WordPerfect, trades
a totally clear screen for a totally hidden set of wholly non-mnemonic
menus. The most widely used (WordStar) and another powerful current
design (Microsoft Word) both start out with a significant portion of the
screen taken by command prompts; both also permit the user to eliminate
the prompts with two or three keystrokes. Another widely used system,
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PC-Write, leaves one very small prompt on the screen at all times; that
prompt brings up function-key menus and dense help screens. Yet
another, XyWrite, does almost everything through keyed commands,
with little or no visible help. All five word processors work well, and
there are large user communities who regard each of them as being
user-friendly and other users who regard them as being hostile and
poorly designed.
It all depends on one's point of view. A pure menu-based online
catalog may be friendly to a new user looking for a topic, but it will be
less friendly for a patron looking for fast status information on a known
title. That patron doesn't want to go through seven or eight screens to
get at one piece of information when a single command could do as
well. It will be even less friendly for an experienced researcher; the
menus and prompts will clutter the screen and the inflexible methodology
will slow searching and retrieval.
In other words, "user-friendly" is meaningless as a design criterion,
at least by itself. Some choices are clearly user-hostile, but many choices
can only be considered friendly or hostile in a particular context. Well-
designed systems accommodate diverse patron needs; in the long run,
that is the friendliest of all.
Give The Patrons What They Want
If user-friendly design is one trap, another is that catalogs should
give the patrons what they want. Put another way, future research
projects should investigate what features patrons like and dislike, what
features they would like to see, and use the results as the basis for
catalog designs. That is a good idea (one partially carried out in the
Council on Library Resources online catalog study (Matthews et al.,
1983)), but it is certainly not a total solution.
The problem with studying patron behavior and desires is that, by
and large, people will do a better job of reacting to what they have
than of considering what they could have. Further, people's ideas of
what would be desirable don't always match up with the systems they
find most useful. The best ideas for enhanced user interfaces are likely
to come from people with solid backgrounds in libraries and experience
with human/computer interfaces, who can come up with feasible ideas
that patrons would be less likely to envision.
The value of feedback from patrons should not be minimized.
Given a working system, a few of the more vocal patrons will let the
library know what works and what doesn't work. Formal research projects
may yield useful results. There were some useful results from the CLR
study, although it suffered from three problems: first, many of the
systems studied weren't really online catalogs; second, people dealing
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with the results over-interpreted them in some rather startling ways;
and third, a series of relatively small samples resulted in a level of
analysis and publication that was probably overkill. It would take a
series of studies like the CLR study, done on larger scales (that is, with
statistically significant samples for each catalog design) and over time
to establish a body of reliable research on which to base catalog designs.
Unfortunately, there appears to be no current likelihood of such studies
being mounted.
Giving the patrons what they want is a good idea if patrons have
the background and range of possibilities to know what they really want
i.e., what would serve them the best. A different rallying cry is "give
the patrons tools they can use" which may underestimate the intelligence
or learning ability of patrons. A surprising number of online catalogs
treat library patrons like small children in ways that most small children
would find objectionable. Many patrons have learned to use card catalogs
effectively without formal instruction. It should be obvious that many
patrons can think for themselves, and want tools they can use effectively
and rapidly.
Personal Experience with User Feedback
The experience that the author had from designing an online
retrieval interface was instructive, all the more so because the design
was worked out in conjunction with representatives of the intended
users who are not librarians and are not sophisticated computer users.
At the beginning of the design process, it was assumed that the
system would use menus of some sort, since most users of this system
would be new to this sort of thing. After some discussion, specifically
noting that this particular database could not be searched at all well
without heavy use of multiple-index Boolean logic, it was agreed to set
out a command-language strategy and follow it with menu-driven or
heavily prompted alternatives. The draft Standard Common Command
Language was used as a basis for the command-driven version, first,
because it is relatively similar to RLIN, and second, it has some possibility
of becoming a standard used in a variety of retrieval systems. It also
uses good syntax and a reasonably good set of commands.
A demonstration program showing the overall user interface (a
three-part screen), the set of commands and normal syntax, online
prompts and some other aspects, was sent to the representatives with a
note that the menu alternative would be next. After working with the
demo and talking it over, the representatives suggested not to provide
a menu-driven alternative; with good online prompts, they felt that new
users would find the command syntax perfectly reasonable to use, even
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for the first time. They also recognized, very rapidly, that the command
syntax would permit much more rapid and much more fluid operation
than a menu-driven alternative.
There are some disadvantages in a command-driven system. Menus
are easy to implement and make keyboard handling quite simple. The
keyboard handling for a command-driven system is not so easy and the
search parsing routine is by far the most complex piece of code in the
entire system, even though it currently omits some features that really
should be included.
The interface included partial lists of actions displayed on each
screen, together with a labeled function key to bring up a full set of
actions. After using the system for a while, the representatives told the
author to clean up the screen by eliminating the prompted actions; they
felt that scholars would find the function key sufficient and would prefer
a less cluttered screen.
Put another way, the way to design a system is not to ask the users
what they want. If that had been done, the system would be a cumber-
some mass of menus. Users like what they see now, but it wasn't what
they would have asked for. User feedback is important, but user
preferences can only be part of the design process.
CONCLUSION
The history of online catalogs is a history of compromises between
what is ideal and what can be provided in the real world. Limitations
based on economics may become less significant as computers become
more powerful, but online catalogs will always involve difficult choices
among various desirable features and attributes that conflict with one
another.
A coherent model is at the base of every good online catalog, and
a well-designed model makes choices clearer and can guide designers
to the needed compromises. Without a coherent model, choices become
haphazard and the catalog can never be fully effective. There is no
single best model for an online catalog, but good models have some
things in common.
Good models are extendable new functions can be added without
destroying the clarity of the model. That's not true of weak or badly
defined models; such catalogs become collections of poorly related
features as new functions are added. Good models are predictable. Once
a patron has learned to use several of the functions in a catalog, they
will approach other functions with a set of expectations; if those
expectations are fulfilled, they will pick up the remaining functions very
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rapidly. Good models represent conscious intelligent compromises to-
ward the ultimate aim of any online catalog to provide the information
that a patron needs in a way that suits the patron.
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